PREFERRED CORPORATE
ACCOMMODATION PROGRAMME
•
•
•

A list of corporate accommodation that has been independently
verified against the highest levels of security and safety
Hotels and serviced accommodation that delivers best in class risk
management
Bespoke support and advice on hotel security anywhere in the world

PREFERRED CORPOR ATE
ACCOMMODATION
PROGR AMME
Our preferred corporate accommodation
programme
can
help
Travel
Risk
Organisations (TROs) offer their clients a
wide range of corporate accommodation (both
hotels and serviced accommodation) that has
been independently verified to deliver the
highest level of security and where the hotel
proactively manages risk for their corporate
guests.
Our programme enables TROs to provide
reliable information on secure accommodation anywhere in the world to organisations with travelling
employees. All hotels recommended by GSA have been individually accredited by expert security and
safety professionals and independently certified by a government-regulated international awarding
organisation.

HELP WHERE VER YOU ARE TR AVELLING
As the new ISO 31030 standard for travel risk management continues to be rolled out globally,
organisations with travelling employees are under growing pressure to demonstrate effective duty of
care to employees that need to travel to fulfil professional duties.
Accommodation is a significant risk area that companies need to consider, and they will be relying on the
input of TROs to help them achieve the requisite levels demanded by the new standard. We help TROs
provide lists of accommodation that complied with or exceeds best practice in safety and security.
In parts of the world where accredited corporate accommodation is unavailable, we can help TRO’s
identify risk and work in partnership to help deliver viable options for travelling employees. Additionally,
we can provide on the spot advice on the levels of travel risk within a hotel, city, region or country, based
on the company’s own Open-Source Intelligence resources.

YOUR GO TO SUPPORT FOR HOTEL ASSESSMENT
For TROs that wish to build or maintain their own list of secure corporate accommodation, we can
offer an effective way to maintain this programme on behalf of the TRO. We are used to carrying out
in person and virtual security assessments on corporate accommodation and have the resources
to manage hundreds of assessments over a short time frame. Talk to us about your needs and how
we can help.

WHY CHOOSE GSA?
Our management team is made up of former police officers, counter terrorism experts, and travel
management experts at the most senior level. We helped develop ISO 31030 and create the UK guidance
on the standard issued by BSI. We have decades of experience in recognising the risks around hotels
and serviced accommodation to help organisations with travelling employees address these proactively.
We want to change how corporate travel risk management operates by giving organisations the tools and
confidence to build robust travel risk management policies and procedures which demonstrate duty of
care.

We are here to answer your questions so please contact us
and we will get back to you within 24 hours.

